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I should like to see a greater awareness in the community at large of legal
rights, responsibilities and remedies available. Perhaps in the long term I
should like to see that the law is not something apart from ordinary life…
People should see that the law is there not to stand against them, but for
their benefit.
High Court Justice Mary Gaudron1

Trust by the public in the judiciary cannot be demanded. It must be earned
in how we function and importantly, appear to function. For people to trust
in the judiciary, every judge, and the judiciary as a whole, must be more than
simply competent. For the public to trust in the judiciary, they must trust
in our competency, our integrity, and our commitment to do right by “all
manner of people”. We must, individually and collectively, uphold the highest
standards of integrity and respect the diversity of the community we serve.
This will ensure that every member of the public takes the leap of faith to
trust in judicial decisions.
The Hon T F Bathurst, Chief Justice of New South Wales2

Pamela Burton, From Moree to Mabo: the Mary Gaudron story, (2010) UWA Publishing, p186.
The Hon T F Bathurst Chief Justice Of New South Wales,’ 2021 Opening Of Law Term Address Trust In The
Judiciary, Supreme Court of the New South Wales, Wednesday 3 February 2021, p 26
1
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
My Churchill Fellowship Court Education Project confirmed that countries through
the common-law world are equally as concerned about the basic legal literacy of
their young people, in the context of a broader civics education.
Court education is one of the fundamental strategies in which private organisations
and courts are working to remedy this deficit. By promoting relevant and engaging
programs which support building a more equitable and just legal system they are
having a positive impact.
The global impact of the COVID-19 pandemic necessitated a change
from an in-person traveling fellowship to one conducted virtually using
video conferencing platforms. Seventeen organisations participated in the
project with twenty online interviews primarily conducted over a five-week
period in January and February 2021. Attendance at a key conference in late
2020 and additional research conducted prior to the primary trip also forms part
of the findings.

Highlights
Highlights of the project included meeting with so many dedicated court
educators and experiencing their willingness to share their work and actively
participate in building an international network of court educators. Their
passion and focus, despite the difficulties of the global pandemic, was
inspirational.

Key Findings
Court education resources and programs are developed and delivered by small
teams of educators who are supported by volunteers, members of the legal
profession and judiciary. Many of the providers are small not-for-profit
organisations funded by a mix of donations and grants.
International court education programs and resources researched had
more similarities to those in Australia then was anticipated. However, one of
the key differences is the longevity of some of the international programs and
the depth of experience and expertise that has developed.
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From the research it was possible to develop a best practice taxonomy.
Jacqueline Charles | Court Education Project

Court Education Best Practice Elements
• mapped to curriculum
• explicitly linked to the learning outcomes in the relevant syllabuses
• relevant to students’ interests, community and lived experience
• promote engagement through a variety of pedagogical strategies
• situated within a social context that promotes learning and positive
experiences
• developed collaboratively with stakeholders
• promote diverse perspectives and experiences
• staffed by personnel that are from the same cultural background and/or
gender (where possible)
• reflective of the community
• honest and culturally sensitive when dealing with issues surrounding racial
injustice
• physically accessible to disabled students
• available online in accessible formats
• consultative of young people with disabilities
• representative of the diversity of disability in the community

Jacqueline Charles | Court Education Project
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Recommendations
1

Linking organisational values, strategic goals and program evaluation to outcomes in
a theory of change would assist governments, courts and other funders to support
and integrate programs and better ensure their effectiveness.

Court educators should be embedded in courts and other legal bodies. This would

2

support the ‘institutionalisation’ of court education for school students and
consistency in teacher professional development and improve legal literacy across
the community.

3

Professional collaboration between court education providers, legal institutions,
professional bodies, schools and teachers is the key to innovation, evaluation of
best practice and the sustainability of organisations and programs into the future.

4

Adoption of an explicit best practice focus by court education organisations and
institutions in Australia and internationally.

Implementation and Dissemination
It is hoped that this report will have a positive impact on drawing attention to
the important work of court educators and their organisations. All of the court
education providers who contributed to the project are eagerly awaiting the report.
They want to learn more about best practice, begin making positive changes to
their programs, build new collaborative networks and contribute to scholarship in
this area.
International programs will be shared with Australian courts and court education
organisations which will allow for an expansion of court education offerings for
Australian school students.
A conference will be held in Australia in late 2021 or early 2022 in which court
educators, members of the legal profession and teachers will be able to present
their research, discuss instituting best practice and collaborate on new projects.

14
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Itinerary
The research for the Churchill Fellowship was conducted over a number of
months with the majority of the in-person interviews conducted over a 5-week
period in January and February 2021.

October 2020
• Executive Office of the Nova Scotia Judiciary - Halifax, Nova Scotia Canada Jennifer Stairs
• Provincial Court of British Columbia - Vancouver, British Columbia Canada Judge Ann Rounthwaite (ret)

November 2020
• Courts for All: Courts and the Community - New York, New York USA - Debra
Lesser

December 2020
• National Council of Social Studies 2020 Conference, Washington D.C.

January 2021
• Court of the Queen’s Bench and the Court of the Appeal - Edmonton, Alberta
Canada - Tony Blais
• iCivics - Madison, Wisconsin USA - Carrie Ray Hill
• Young Citizens- London, UK - Yvonne Richards
• Supreme Court of the United Kingdom- London, UK - Natasha Bennett
• National Justice Museum - Nottingham, UK - Gill Brailey
• Royal Courts of Justice - London UK - Tom Jewkes
• iCivics - St Simon Island, Georgia USA - Emma Humphries
• American Bar Association - Chicago, Illinois USA - Frank Valadez
• American Bar Association - Chicago, Illinois USA - Catherine Hawke
Jacqueline Charles | Court Education Project
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• Discovering Justice - Boston, Massachusetts USA - Matt Wilson
• Justice Education Society - Vancouver, British Columbia Canada - Lali Pawa
• US Courts - Washington D.C., USA - Rebecca Fanning
• University of California Fullerton - Orange County, California USA - Nataly
Raskin
• Supreme Court of the United Kingdom - London, UK - Simon Josiffe
• The Judd School - Tonbridge UK - Students participating in a court program

February 2021
• Marshall-Brennan Constitutional Literacy Project - Washington D.C. USA Camille Thompson
• University of California Fullerton - Orange County, California USA – Dr Stacy
Mallicoat
• Magistrate Judge Vera Scanlon – Co-Chair Justice for All: Courts and the
Community - United States District Court – Eastern District of New York
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Introduction
The principal aim of the project is to create an evidence-based best practice guide
for Australian court educators and teachers.
This best practice guide will provide the basis for developing a conversation
among Australian and international court educators, teachers, legal professionals
and affiliated organisations. This report proposes developing a forum for court
educators to work together to support best practice. This will create a professional
community that promotes research, publications and collaboration.
In my Churchill Fellowship application, I identified the following need:
…research [into] how common-law courts and civic institutions across the
Commonwealth design and deliver court education programs for young
people from primary to high school with a focus on how they support the
learning and engagement of disadvantaged, indigenous, regional and remote,
and culturally and linguistically diverse school students.
I conceived this project over 4 years as I developed and delivered a court education
program in NSW for the Rule of Law Institute of Australia. I had many conversations
with my colleagues: lawyers, judges, and my counterparts in other states about
how to improve court education programs. How could we do better, have an impact,
support teachers and raise the profile of court education.
I realised that in Australia court education programs are small, geographically
fragmented and often conducted by educators doing so as a ‘side gig’ with
insufficient funds and acknowledgement of their expertise and contribution to
both the legal and education spheres.
There is no recognised qualification to be a court educator. My own journey was
not straightforward. As an educator I wanted to improve legal education for school
students, as well as supporting teachers in the Legal Studies curriculum. I started
by devising an experiential learning program in courts in Sydney and across the
state. I wanted this program to be engaging, relevant, and curriculum based, but
found that I had to rely on informal networks and overseas-based research if I
wanted to develop a successful program.

Jacqueline Charles | Court Education Project
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Civic education has been frequently discussed in the media and at government
level3 for some time in Australia and many other countries.
…it’s not overt in the Australian curriculum: it’s either not taught or it’s
embedded across other subjects and extracurricular activities. Democracy
and civics knowledge has to be learnt. It’s not innate knowledge. Ms Deborah
Sulway, Manager of Learning, MOAD4
Civics education generally focusses on youth engagement with political and
governmental institutions. But young people also need basic legal literacy to be
good citizens. This is the central premise of this project and reflects my experience
of court educators worldwide.
This project draws together the experience of court educators to examine the
elements of best practice in court education and recognises the need for further
study and the provision of a best practice guide and collaboration opportunities
for all the stakeholders: school students, their teachers, the legal profession, and
the courts.

Methodology
In order to achieve this aim, I conducted the following during my five week Churchill
fellowship.
Interviews and focused discussions with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Court Educators
Curriculum Designers
Civics Educators
Digital Resource Developers
Court Public Information Officers
University Students
Academics
Lawyers

Participants were selected based on their; provision of court education resources
and programs, willingness to be part of the project, legal jurisdiction, innovation and
diversity in platform choice and their standing in the court education community.
Further discussion of the methodology can be found in Chapter 3.
3 “Chapter 3 – Parliament of Australia,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Senate/Legal_and_Constitutional_Affairs/Nationhood/Report/section?id=committees%2freportsen%2f024372%2f73305#footnote160target.
4
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“Chapter 3 – Parliament of Australia.”
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This Report
This report is based on these interviews5 and additional documentary analysis.
It provides a snapshot of the informed views of court education professionals
about their work and its social context. It seeks to start a dialogue between court
educators and the legal community about how to provide young people with more
opportunities to become legally literate. They are the custodians of our common
law legal system. Court education empowers them to contribute to the evolution
and change which underpins our legal system and shows them how their voice can
be heard.
The chapters reflect the project’s journey from conception to execution and
reflection. Starting with defining court education and its societal context and
ending with findings and recommendations that reflect that provide a path to
achieving the aims of the project.
Chapter 1 defines court education and places it in context within broader civics
education. It includes a table with a breakdown of court education programs in
Australia and internationally.
Chapter 2 looks at the impact of the pandemic on the provision of court education
programs.
Chapter 3 discusses the research methodology required to conduct a virtual
research project and outlines some of the ethical and practical considerations of
doing so.
Chapter 4 contains the findings from the focused discussions and breaks them
down into common findings and a program delivery model.
Chapter 5 outlines a taxonomy of best practice in court education, informed by
the findings of the project, and includes examples of best practice in Australia and
internationally.
Chapter 6 lists the recommendations of the report and concludes with a discussion
of the suggested way forward for court education in Australia and beyond.

5

See Appendix 1 for a selection of focus questions used in the interviews

Jacqueline Charles | Court Education Project
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CHAPTER 1
What is Court Education?
Court education is defined for the purposes of this project, as formal and informal
education experiences, predominantly for young people, that occur within a court
building or are concerned with the operation of courts. These occur as part of a
broader civic education program and also in law related subject streams within
school curricula.
Court education helps students learn and engage with the judicial system to
better understand its function and their role in interacting with it.
Members of the public have a more positive view of the court system and its
integrity, if they have more knowledge about that system
– Professor Donald Burnett in Civic Education: The Rule of Law and the
Judiciary6
Court education can also encompass experiences that occur outside the courtroom.
These can include school and university classrooms, online digital portals and
community spaces such as libraries.
The pedagogy of court education predominantly involves the design and delivery
of formal education programs using diverse instruction methods such as direct
instruction, project-based learning, gaming, literacy and numeracy activities and
role play. These teach students about the theoretical and practical make up of a
key civic institution, the court, and its personnel and daily operation as part of the
fabric of a formal legal system.
They build students’ understanding of the way citizens and the legal system
interreact, and how that interaction solves problems and enforces legal and social
norms of conduct.

6 Donald Burnett, “Civic Education, The Rule of Law, and the Judiciary: ‘A Republic … If You Can Keep
It’” (Teacher’s Institute Idaho, 2018).
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Court Education vs Public Legal Education?
Court education, public legal education and law-related education all seek to
improve public understanding of the legal system, but their intended audience is
different.
Court education programs in Australia (called law-related education programs in
the United States of America) have a particular focus on young people attending
a school or university. These students may encounter court education as part of
broader curriculum requirements, undertaking legal studies subjects at school, or
as part of a tertiary degree in law, or law enforcement.
Many courts have conducted informal and formal education programs over a
number of years. Some have been being managed and conducted by the judiciary.
Public legal education often has a broader audience than students. It seeks to inform
and educate the general public and may cater specifically for people who need
information about bringing their own cases in courts. Some Australian community
legal centres and other not-for-profit organisations run education programs which
support self-represented litigants7, and specific community groups8 such as new
migrants.9

Civics Education
Court education is one of the key pillars of civics education. By understanding the
fundamentals of the legal system students are able to contextualise how political
and governmental systems operate and support a civil society.
State and Federal education departments and their associated curriculum bodies
have been tasked with incorporating civic education and outreach into their
syllabuses in line with the Alice Springs (Mparntwe) Education Declaration 2019.10

7 “Self Representation Services,” Justice Connect (blog), accessed March 22, 2021, https://justiceconnect.
org.au/our-services/self-rep-service/.
8 “Community Education - Legal Services Commission of SA,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://lsc.sa.gov.
au/Education.
9 “Refugee and Immigration Legal Service | Free Legal Assistance in Immigration and Refugee Matters for
People in Need,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.rails.org.au/.
10 Education Services Australia, Australian Governments Education, and Education Council, “Alice Springs
(Mparntwe) Education Declaration” (Alice Springs, 2019), http://www.educationcouncil.edu.au/site/DefaultSite/filesystem/documents/Reports%20and%20publications/Alice%20Springs%20(Mparntwe)%20Education%20Declaration.pdf.

Jacqueline Charles | Court Education Project
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This recent update to the 2008 Melbourne Declaration11 states as a goal that
young Australians are supported to become:
Active and informed members of the community who are committed to
national values of democracy, equity and justice, and participate in Australia’s
civic life by connecting with their community and contributing to local and
national conversations
The ACARA National Civics and Citizenship Curriculum12 and the associated state
curricula seek to embed the above in Australian schools from years four to ten.

Why Does Court Education Matter?
in his 2019 year-end report for the US Supreme Court Chief Justice Roberts said:
Civic education, like all education, is a continuing enterprise and conversation.
Each generation has an obligation to pass on to the next, not only a fully
functioning government responsive to the needs of the people, but the tools
to understand and improve it.
Academic research has shown that engagement by school students with civic
institutions and the legal system over the course of their schooling has been
shown to have positive effects on both the individual student, their families and
communities.13 This engagement gives young people the skills to serve on juries,
assist vulnerable members of their communities when they have legal problems
and actively support access to justice. They are able to recognise legal issues,
know about legal resources and how to access them to solve legal problems.
Students may not become lawyers, but they can participate constructively in legal
processes such as planning and consultation in dispute resolution.
Students and their teachers who participate in the programs can not only share
their insights with community members but may increase understanding that
courts and the judiciary uphold the rule of law and are fundamental for civil society.

11 Soo Choi, “What Does the 2008 Melbourne Declaration Look Like in 2019?,” accessed March 21, 2021,
https://www.schoolgovernance.net.au/news/what-does-the-2008-melbourne-declaration-look-like-in-2019.
12 “Civics and Citizenship,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/f-10-curriculum/humanities-and-social-sciences/civics-and-citizenship/.
13
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David E Campbell, “What Is Education’s Impact on Civic and Social Engagement?,” 2006, 102.
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In research I undertook with my colleague Fiona Leahy in LexisNexis’ Advancing
Together14 journal we found:
…it is possible that we can become complacent and not focus our energies
on reminding ourselves and our young people of the benefits of the
legal system and the crucial role of both upholding the rule of law and
maintaining a public dialogue about it. …It cannot rule without the support
of our community and that support requires our focus on the education and
engagement of young people, as well as the funding to support education
programmes.15

Who are Court Educators?
Court educators are teachers, facilitators and program designers employed
by courts, associated government departments and external not-for-profit
organisations across Australia. Many court educators have either a law or teaching
background and all have a passion for sharing their knowledge about the operation
of courts and the legal system with young people. Court educators work in small
teams, often only with one or two full or part time staff. While court educators
both design and deliver programs, program delivery in and out of court buildings
can also be conducted by teachers, court staff, judiciary, legal professionals,
community volunteers and/or university law students.

Court Education Programs
Formal education programs teach students about the operation of the court as a
key civic institution, and how its personnel, procedures, and practical operation.
Court education programs formally express the way in which young people are
introduced to the fabric of a legal system.

What is a Court Education Program?
Court education programs around Australia have some common characteristics:
• Delivered to young people with a range of ages and educational attainment,
from upper primary school to high school and university
• Curriculum links to both school and university syllabuses

14

Jacqueline Charles, Fiona Leahy, “Open justice: education, courts visits and the Rule of Law”

15 “Advancing-Together-H1-2018-Final4-0629.Pdf,” accessed March 22, 2021, https://www.lexisnexis.com.
au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0009/193617/Advancing-Together-H1-2018-Final4-0629.pdf. p 9
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• Modes of delivery include experiential excursions and/or presentations in
• schools, digital provision of teaching resources and student activities, and
physical ‘paper’ resources that are supplied directly to teachers
• Focus on building understanding of law, courts, justice, trials, advocacy and
legal personnel and careers
In person court education programs are either based in a contemporary or historical
court building or are delivered in schools or universities to students by teachers
or professional court educators. They are often structured around either a court
observation or mock trial and their pedagogy is grounded in a constructivist
approach which:
provide[s] more open opportunities for the student to explore a topic and to
construct their own understandings. However, although exploratory learning
can be very powerful, it usually does not work well without guidance.
Innovating Pedagogy 202016
The table below sets out a selection of the current key court education program
models available within Australia and internationally. Information is divided into
the type of program, the location of the program delivery – both virtual and
physical, the educator/s involved in the delivery of the program and links to the
programs.

16 Kukulska-Hulme, A., Beirne, E., Conole, G., Costello, E., Coughlan, T., Ferguson, R., FitzGerald, E., Gaved,
M., Herodotou, C., Holmes, W., Mac Lochlainn, C., Nic Giollamhichil, M., Rienties, B., Sargent, J., Scanlon, E.,
and Sharples, M. and Whitelock, D., “Innovating Pedagogy 2020: Open University Innovation Report” (Milton
Keynes, United Kingdom: The Open University, 2020), https://iet.open.ac.uk/file/innovating-pedagogy-2020.
pdf.p 12
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TYPE OF
PROGRAM

DELIVERY
LOCATION

EDUCATOR

PROGRAMS

DIGITAL
PROGRAMS

• School and
University
Portals
• Online
Learning
Providers
• Libraries
• Court
Websites
• Education
Providers
• Virtual Reality

• Teacher
• Court
Educator
• University
Educator

• Western Sydney University
• University of Southern
Queensland
• County Court of Victoria
• University of Oklahoma
• iCivics
• Young Citizens: Smart Law
• Judicial Office of the United
Kingdom
• Justice for All: Courts and
the Community
• Bench in your Backyard

TEACHER
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

• Online
• Court
• Teacher
Professional
Organisations
• Government
Agencies

• Teacher
• Court
Educators
• Librarians
• Legal
Experts

• Supreme Court Library
Queensland
• The Law Library of Victoria
• State Library of NSW
• Australia’s Magna Carta
Institute – Rule of Law
Education
• County Court of Victoria
• Supreme Court of Victoria
• Supreme Court of
Queensland
• Francis Burt Law Education
Programme
• Street Law;
• Supreme Court of United
Kingdom
• American Bar Association
Public Education Division
• Supreme Court of Singapore
• Justice Education Society
• Justice for All: Courts and
the Community
• iCivics
• Young Citizens: Smart Law
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TYPE OF
PROGRAM
MOCK TRIAL
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DELIVERY
LOCATION
•
•
•
•

School.
University
Court
Museum

EDUCATOR

PROGRAMS

• School
Teacher
• Court
Educator
• University
Lecturer

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Police and Justice Museum;
NSW Law Society;
Supreme Court of Victoria
Francis Burt Law Education
Programme
Street Law;
National Justice Museum;
Young Citizens;
Justice for All: Courts and
the Community

COURT
OBSERVATION
VISIT

• Courts

• Court
Educator

• Australia’s Magna Carta
Institute – Rule of Law
Education
• County Court of Victoria
• Supreme Court of Victoria
• Supreme Court of
Queensland
• Francis Burt Law Education
Programme
• Street Law;
• Supreme Court of United
Kingdom
• Supreme Court of Singapore
• Justice Education Society
• Justice for All: Courts and
the Community
• United States Federal
Courts

GUIDED LEGAL
RESEARCH

• Library
• Court
Libraries
• Museums

• Librarians

• Supreme Court Library
Queensland
• The Law Library of Victoria
• State Library of NSW
• Justice for All: Courts and
the Community

LEGAL
SPEAKER

• Law
Societies
• Courts
• Schools
• Universities

• Legal
Personnel

• National Judicial College of
Australia
• Australian Bar Association
• Law Council of Australia
• Supreme Court of United
Kingdom
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CHAPTER 2
Research Design
This chapter discusses how the Churchill research was designed and
conducted.

Virtual Research in a Pandemic
Simon Jowett in a London School of Economics blog discusses some of
the alternative research techniques and the ethical considerations of
conducting research during a pandemic and its associated lockdowns. He
highlights the below:
the health and wellbeing of participants and researchers should take priority
over research timelines and thesis/dissertation deadlines. So, while it may
be possible to change your interviews from face-to-face to online interviews,
researchers should consider whether asking people to participate in research
at this time will put them under any additional unnecessary stress.

Designing the Research
This virtual research concentrated on gathering information through either a
structured interview or focused discussion with participants. These were
conducted using video conferencing platforms.
Of the considerations listed below, it was most important to take into account
the constantly changing lockdown status of many interviewees and the stress and
difficulty this created. The document analysis in Chapter 4 and 5 could proceed
using online documents and so was not affected by the pandemic.

Ethical Considerations
Organisations providing civics and court education programs have been adversely
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. Many have lost funding and staff numbers
have been reduced due to furloughing or programs being cut. All staff are
working from home and many have caring responsibilities that could impact on
interviews. Programs have been canceled or delayed with the resultant impact
on wellbeing of staff and workload and many organisations have had to
reconfigure programs for on-line delivery with short development and delivery
timetables. The wellbeing of staff in organisations has been compromised due to
months of lockdowns.
Jacqueline Charles | Court Education Project
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Practical Considerations
Phone communication with organisations has been hampered by lockdowns, email
communication difficult as staff prioritising correspondence crucial to their role.
Many staff not working due to being ‘furloughed’ until programs resume and some
organisations no longer open to research projects due to concern about cyber
security and associated issues were just some of the practical difficulties faced
when conducting the research.

Conducting the Interviews
All the interviews were conducted using Zoom or Microsoft Teams. I communicated
with the interviewee before each discussion to discuss the scope of the interview,
establish the participants and the time available. All interviews lasted about one
hour each.
For each appointment, I adopted the following procedure:
•
•
•
•

Establish a date and time for the discussion
Send Video Conferencing Platform link and dial in information Email Focus Questions to each interviewee (see Appendix 1 for examples)
Focus Questions were designed to reflect the research focus on different
types of program delivery
• One day prior to the interview a reminder email was sent with the link and
any other relevant information
Each interview followed a standard format:
•
•
•
•

A short introduction and summary of the project
Brief outline of the focus of the interview
Discussion of the focus questions
Further discussion of any identified resource or program that would be
adaptable to the Australian context
• Closing remarks and discussion of follow up
Most interviews required some kind of email follow up in the days after the discussion
to clarify responses, ask sub-questions, and seek guidance on possible further
interviewees or resources. with further questions, discussion and introductions to
colleagues being the focus.

28
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Document Analysis
To find resource documentation I undertook searches of public websites of
participants in the project. Interviewees also generously shared internal reference
documentation related to program design and delivery to support the research.
Documentary analysis was done using a number of methodologies and was
hampered by time constraints. Key phrase and word searches were done using
NVivo qualitative research software. However, most of the documentary analysis
was completed by key resources being identified by participants in the research as
part of the interview discussions. This informal approach produced a broad range
of literature sources. While a non-traditional approach, conversations had while
attending the National Council for Social Studies 2020 Conference also assisted
with getting a sense of the breadth of resources available.

Future Research
Any further research that is done by others in response to this report may seek
to develop a better articulated methodology that is less constrained by a global
pandemic and significant time constraints. Future researchers will be assisted by
the output of this report and the dialogue it creates along with the capacity to
conduct in person site visits and observations.
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CHAPTER 3
Court Education and COVID-19
The pandemic seriously disrupted courts, and consequently, disrupted programs
that deliver court education.
It has meant that the way programs have been delivered has changed dramatically.
Educators have had to make substantial alterations to accommodate the impact of
the pandemic. Public health orders required physical distancing and shelter in place
(lockdown) requirements, and courts ran hearings using online video conferencing
and severely limited physical appearances by lawyers and their clients.
Court education providers in Europe and North America have had to deal with
multiple periods of lockdown and school and university education shifting
online. This has led providers to adapt or delay their ‘in person’ experiential
learning programs. Many have relied on online delivery, utilising a variety of video
conferencing platform to deliver modified versions of their education programs,
when court buildings were closed to members of the public. Some providers have
secured student access to online court hearings, and courts have used YouTube to
broadcast judgements, hearings and ceremonial events.
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Opportunity for Positive Change
While the pandemic has constrained in-court education programs, many organisations
have reported that it has prompted them to develop new strategies of program
delivery. Organisations have been able to reach students online in rural and remote
parts of their regions or countries. Teachers have been able to access court education
programs and resources to deliver to students home-schooling due to the closure of
schools. This has supported teachers in delivering curriculum content while trying to
adapt to the impact of constantly changing public health orders on schools.

Online Delivery of Court Education Programs
A number of programs that have been adapted for online delivery during this time.
The Justice for All: Court and the Community17 and Fordham University School of
Law18 large moot competition19 for school students in New York City public schools
in 2020 was run entirely on-line for the first time in its thirty year history.
The Supreme Court of United Kingdom improved access to their justices by making
available You Tube videos in which the Justices summarise recent decisions20.
iCivics21 has utilised their online learning platform to actively support teachers
and parents home-schooling their children. The combination of games, lesson
plans and the more traditional worksheet resources have made a substantial
positive contribution to the teaching of civics during the pandemic. The coalition of
CivXNow22 which includes iCivics have used social media to reach out and actively
support teachers with the hashtag #sschat23 on Twitter.

17 “Justice For All: Courts And The Community,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://justiceforall.ca2.uscourts.
gov/.
18 “School of Law | Fordham,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.fordham.edu/info/20346/school_of_
law.
19 Fordham, “Fordham Online Information | Academics | Colleges and Schools | Graduate Schools | School
of Law | School of Law Students | School of Law Current Students | Student Competition Teams | Moot Court |
Competitions | Mentor Competition” (Fordham University), UK, accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.fordham.
edu/info/23026/mentor_competition.
20

“(113) UKSupremeCourt - YouTube,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.youtube.com/user.

21 “ICivics | Free Lesson Plans and Games for Learning Civics,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.icivics.
org/.
22

“CivXNow | A Project of iCivics,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.civxnow.org/.

23 “#sschat - Twitter Search / Twitter,” Twitter, accessed March 21, 2021, https://twitter.com/search?q=%23sschat.
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The National Justice Museum24 (based in Nottingham in the United Kingdom) and
the Royal Courts of Justice in London have developed an online court education
program to complement their other online programs. The ‘Court Out’ program25
allows students to access a variety of different case studies and is curriculum
aligned.
Discovering Justice26 has developed mini mock trial lessons for Grade 1-5 school
students27 and made them available online for teachers to utilise in a classroom or
online setting.

24 “National Justice Museum, Nottingham. Explore It. Discover It. Live It!,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://
www.nationaljusticemuseum.org.uk/.
25 “Court Out!,” National Justice Museum (blog), accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.nationaljusticemuseum.org.uk/court-out/.
26 “Discovering Justice – Today’s Students, Tomorrow’s Leaders,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://discoveringjustice.org/.
27 “In-School Mock Trial Mini Units – Discovering Justice,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://discoveringjustice.org/programs/in-school-mock-trial-mini-units/.
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CHAPTER 4
‘Visiting’ the Organisations
Visiting organisations online via Zoom, and their websites is a very different
experience from the more traditional travelling Churchill Fellowship. Most of
the visits were conducted from a small cottage in the suburb of Carrington in
Newcastle NSW. This had advantages and some challenges.
The positives gained due to the online approach led to more diversity in participant
organisations and an ability to respond to suggestions made in the focused
discussions with participants. The negatives were primarily related to the inability
to observe students participating in programs. The tightening of child protection
requirements of education departments which excluded out of jurisdiction
researchers and educators along with the contraction in program delivery due to
the pandemic adversely impacted on the research.
Conducting the fellowship online allowed for more organisations to be added to
the itinerary. Due to time zone differences between the UK, USA and Canada
the interviews were conducted predominantly in the early hours of the morning
for North America and later in the evening for the United Kingdom. While the
rich experience of international travel was not possible, all of the organisations
were incredibly understanding and patient with the logistics of making video
conferencing meetings work.

Case Studies
Some of the details of the interviews can be found in the case studies in Appendix
2. The format of these has been designed to be useful for educators as part of
the best practice guide by providing insight into the focused discussions and key
elements articulated by the participants. The following discussion uses examples
from some of the case studies, interview transcriptions and documentary analysis.
Examination of funding, staffing and evaluation of programs revealed commonalities
in the challenges faced and solutions employed.

Jackie Charles | Court Education Project 2020
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Funding
The majority of organisations openly discussed the challenge of securing longterm funding for programs and back-office functions. They predominantly rely
on a funding mix of donations and grant funding for special projects. While the
philanthropic culture in North America and the United Kingdom is well established,
the pandemic has impacted on the funding sources for some of the participating
organisations. They have had to undertake a number of measures including reducing
staff numbers. This has led to a contraction in program delivery. Some have been
able to redirect funding and staff resources to delivering programs online. Many
of the interviewees spoke of the negative impact of uncertain funding on their
operations and this has manifested in substantial workloads and reliance on the
good will of staff and volunteers to deliver core educational outreach functions.

Staffing
The finding that the majority of organisations involved in the project are staffed
by small teams of under five people was unexpected when considering the size
of their education offerings. Some organisations had even smaller teams with
a single educator or a team of two developing and delivering programs with
some administrative support. Many are very reliant on volunteers and interns
when delivering grant funded programs. The small team model has the benefit
of adaptability and flexibility to respond quickly to changing needs of teachers.
This has been invaluable in the last 12 months where programs have had to be
altered for online delivery or resource packages created for home-schooling during
lockdowns.
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Evaluation
The responses to focus questions about measurement and evaluation were similar
across organisations.
• A mix of evaluation methods are used.
• Use of Google Analytics and other web traffic analysis tools to track resource
downloads.
• Exit surveys of students and teachers after their participation in programs
• Consultation meetings with teachers.
• Use of pilot program delivery to test and evaluate on-line delivery.
The majority of organisations found that they have trouble evaluating programs due
to staffing, time and funding constraints. The difficulty of evaluation of educational
programs is best articulated by one participant:
We have always struggled with data…funders want clear results and that is
rare in any educational setting! Educational funders tend to get the human
element a bit, but still want numbers. We try to find money to experiment
with assessment and data eĀorts but haven’t found the magic yet.
A number of the participants use a theory of change framework to support their
stated mission and aims, to improve their evaluation, and therefore secure funding
for programs and special projects.
The Center for Theory of Change28 defines a theory of change as:
a comprehensive description and illustration of how and why a desired
change is expected to happen in a particular context...
[It identifies] the desired long-term goals and then works back from these to
identify all the conditions (outcomes) that must be in place (and how these
related to one another causally) for the goals to occur.
Young Citizens UK has the best formulated Theory of Change Model29 for court
education for school students. Their goals for change statement explains how it
works:
28 “What Is Theory of Change? | Theory of Change Community,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.
theoryofchange.org/what-is-theory-of-change/.
29 “Theory of Change | Young Citizens,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.youngcitizens.org/theory-of-change.
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This assists us in planning more effectively, because all our activities
are linked to a detailed understanding of how we see change coming
about. It also leads to better evaluation, because it makes it easier to
measure our progress towards the outcomes we want, and the ultimate
achievement of our aims.

Young Citizens – Theory of Change Diagram30

Further discussion of the theory of change framework can be found in Chapter 6
as part of Recommendation 1.
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“Theory of Change | Young Citizens.”
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Education Program Findings
Participating organisations deliver a wide range of court education programs.
These can be broadly categorised into the following delivery categories.
• In Person – programs include: Courthouse tours, Legal Research Workshops,
Mock Trials, Mooting, Teacher Professional Development, Justice Camp Days,
School Visits and Legal Career Days.
• Online – programs include: Games, Web Quests, Virtual Tours, Video
Conferencing with a Judge, Mock Trials, Mooting, and accessing resources.
Since the beginning of the current pandemic this has become the dominant
delivery methodology.

In-person Programs
Discussions around the design, delivery and evaluation of in person programs was
hampered by the circumstances brough about by the pandemic. Some organisations
had scaled back their program delivery to such an extent that it was challenging
for them to discuss what the future held for their service delivery.
Most providers design their in-person programs as part of a suite of resources
available to teachers and school students. This assists them in achieving their
mandates. Lali Pawa from the Justice Education Society in British Columbia
articulates this as follows:
…. it’s a bundle, it’s a package, there’s an educational session that they get.
And it may, it could be in various topics of it not just court related. It could
you know, our mandate is to, you know, really to empower youth and have
them more legally capable. So [knowing] their rights and responsibilities is
always the forefront and how to deal with more everyday legal issues, or
for them to know a little bit more about how to be more resourceful when it
comes to laws well.
Organisations that focus on Mock Trials and/or Mooting competitions as the
primary part of their program delivery have strong and long-standing partnerships
with Law Schools and/or Courts. Young Citizens in the UK, the Justice Resource
Center, and the Marshall-Brennan Constitutional Literacy Project (MBCLP) in the
US benefit from strong partnerships.
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Camille Thompson of the MBCLP outlines their program model which places
volunteer third year law students (fellows) from 18 university law schools into
local schools for a semester, where they deliver a curriculum of legal education
with a view to preparing the school students (scholars) to participate in a mooting
competition. Fellows are trained in legal education pedagogy, supported by MBCLP
staff and given course credit for their work. One of the delightful results of their
program is the number of fellows and scholars who continue their involvement
with the program long after their formal relationship has ended. Camille discussed
how Mary Tinker31, a Supreme Court case litigant who successfully secured the
first amendment rights of school students as a 13-year-old during the Vietnam
War, continues to contribute to the program.
There is Mary Tinker, who she was, the poster child for oral advocacy before
advocacy for children. She was the Tinker in the Tinker case. So, she and her
brother wore black armbands back in the 60s. We have a working relationship
with them. So, a lot of the times the high school students, they’re referring
to, you know, the Tinker case and we can say, well, here, here’s Mary Tinker…
it blows your mind, and it gives them the opportunity to say, hey, these are
real life things are happening on a daily basis, and I can be a part of this
change.

Online Programs
Online program delivery has grown exponentially in response to the pandemic,
this was partially discussed in Chapter 3. One organisation that has had online
delivery at the core of their operations is iCivics32.
They produce 20 games and 200 resources for elementary and high school
students and are funded by donations and grants from philanthropic foundations.
They have pioneered gamification as a tool for teaching civics and are one of the
founding organisations of the CivXNow coalition of civics organisations33.
We have worked on leading as a provider of good stuff. It’s taken at least
the 10 years I’ve been at iCivics to see the field of game-based education go
from a place of resistance in schools to it being embraced. It takes a larger
eĀort/movement larger than any one organisation.

31 “Mary Beth Tinker | Iowa Department of Human Rights,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://humanrights.
iowa.gov/mary-beth-tinker.
32 “ICivics | Free Lesson Plans and Games for Learning Civics.”
33 “CivXNow | A Project of iCivics.”
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The iCivics strategy is always to consider the ‘intent and impact’ of their resources
as a way of assessing their contribution to equity and diversity.
Carrie Ray-Hill shared her expertise in game design and development, and the
important role of judicial patrons in promoting civics education and measuring
engagement in online delivery.
One of the biggest challenges is to keep the individual games simple. It’s
tempting to try to make one game to “teach it all” but that doesn’t work. We’ve
found that limiting each game to 1-3 basic learning objectives and focusing
on a basic element of civics …and focussing on creating experiences…

iCivics with their partner Filament Games34 has pioneered the gamification of civics
concepts. A future goal of expanding their resources into mobile phone game
design, as a way of addressing the issue of digital poverty and reaching students
in remote and rural communities, strongly aligns with the goals of the project.
Emma Humphries reflected on the process of building a coalition of like-minded
organisations. iCivics has done this with the group CivXNow. At time of writing
there were 150 civics education organisations committed to the mission of
CivXNow35 of:
catalysing a national mindset shift to prioritize civic engagement and civic
education
iCivics along with Generation Citizen36 have made a substantial contribution to
the promotion of equitable civics education in the United States through their
Equity White Paper, which is discussed further in Chapter 5.
The paper has had a substantial impact on this project. The discussion with
Emma about the process of gathering the stakeholders and allowing for different
perspectives to have a voice through community consultation will prove invaluable
for Australian organisations wanting to improve equitable civic educational
outcomes for their communities, this approach is reflected in this report’s
recommendations.
34 “Filament Games | Educational Game Developer | United States,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://
www.filamentgames.com/.
35

“CivXNow | A Project of iCivics” accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.civxnow.org/.

36 “Creating More Equitable and Experiential Civics Education | Generation Citizen,” accessed March 21,
2021, https://generationcitizen.org/creating-more-equitable-and-experiential-civics-education/.
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Education Resource Findings
All of the participant organisations have a wide range of resources available on
their websites. Due to the short time period available to conduct the research not
all of them were examined and analysed in detail. Discussion of the methodology
employed is outlined in Chapter 2.
All of the organisations participating in the project struggle with updating their
substantial resource libraries. They often rely on university students to assess and
update their resources to ensure they are both legally and educationally current.
By participating in the National Council for Social Studies 2020 conference and
attending the Law/Law Related Education proceedings37 it was possible to get
an overarching sense of resourcing available for teachers and students in North
America to access. As discussed in Chapter 5, recent events in the United States
and globally have created a “sputnik moment”38 of civics and legal education
promotion for school students. This has expanded the number of available
resources for all educational levels.
The Federal Court of the United States of America39 has a very comprehensive
resource library that has been developed by Rebecca Fanning, the only court
educator employed by the court. The resources include case studies of historic
cases, videos narrated by judges outlining key legal concepts, activities linked
to Constitutional amendments and other key legal literacy concepts. The Civil
Discourse and Difficult Discussions resource40 is discussed further in the best
practice examples in Chapter 5.
The court deliberately chooses to only develop case studies of historical cases to
avoid any contemporary issues that may lead to allegations of bias or partisanship.
An example of this approach is the Korematsu v US case study41 that unpacks the
issue of the internment of Japanese Americans in World War Two. Teachers are
37 “2020 NCSS Annual Conference - OpenConf Abstract Submission, Peer Review, and Event Management
System,” accessed March 21, 2021, http://ncss2020.socialstudies.org/modules/request.php?module=oc_proceedings&action=proceedings.php&a=Law%2FLaw-Related.
38 Frederick M. Hess, “Straight Up Conversation: Reimagining Civic Education for the Digital Age,” Medium, July 24, 2020, https://rickhess99.medium.com/straight-up-conversation-reimagining-civic-education-for-the-digital-age-d39bb3a7f920.
39 “Educational Resources,” United States Courts, accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.uscourts.gov/
about-federal-courts/educational-resources.
40 “Civil Discourse and Difficult Decisions | United States Courts,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.
uscourts.gov/educational-resources/educational-activities/civil-discourse-and-difficult-decisions.
41 “Korematsu v. U.S. — Balancing Liberties and Safety,” United States Courts, accessed March 21, 2021,
https://www.uscourts.gov/educational-resources/educational-activities/korematsu-v-us-balancing-liberties-and-safety.
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encouraged to take the key themes outlined in the case study and the court role
play exercise to inform their assessment of current events.
The Justice for All: Court and Community organisation use a similar strategy,
developing mock trials or as they call them re-enactments42 for teachers and
judges to use when working with students. The National Justice Museum in the UK
also uses historical figures and events to teach key legal concepts in their Crime
and Punishment workshops43.
Many participants publish more traditional paper booklet or worksheet types of
resources. The American Bar Association Division of Public Education provides
resources44 for teachers, the public and legal professionals. They have a monthly
newsletter called Law Matters45 that shares details of new resources, events, ideas
with subscribers. They also have a large number of resources linked to Law Day46
and Constitution Day47 in the US.
The key elements present in all of the resources analysed were links to curriculum,
discussion of educational outcomes that the resource addresses and a strong
foundation in legal accuracy. All of these elements provide support and reinforcement
for the outcomes provided by experiential programs. The opportunities for
collaboration with court educators from Australia are many and this report hopes
to facilitate further development of resources across the common law world.

42 “Justice For All: Courts And The Community | Reenactments -- Historic Courtroom Theater,” accessed
March 21, 2021, https://justiceforall.ca2.uscourts.gov/reenactments_home.html.
43 “Education at the National Justice Museum: Nottingham, London, North,” National Justice Museum
(blog), accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.nationaljusticemuseum.org.uk/education/.
44 “Public Education Homepage,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.americanbar.org/groups/public_education/.
45

“Public Education Homepage.”

46

“Law Day,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.americanbar.org/groups/public_education/law-day/.

47 “Constitution Day 2020,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.americanbar.org/groups/public_education/programs/constitution_day/.
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CHAPTER 5
Best Practice in Court Education
I have developed a taxonomy based on the research for this project. It is designed
to initiate a discussion and analysis of best practice in court education for school
students. These elements are designed to be responsive, and suitable for analysis,
development and change, to reflect the increase in collaboration and scholarship
that the project and this report seeks to engender. Their inclusion in the design and
development of future court education programs and resources is Recommendation
4 of this report.
This chapter is structured with a best practice element/s, followed by a discussion
of its key components and then two examples of best practice – one international
and one Australian.

Best Practice in Curriculum and
Learning Outcomes
Court education content is located within broader civics curricula in all of the
countries ‘visited’ as part of the project. Throughout the common law world48 best
practice curricula emphasises teaching the law via the concepts of; legal history,
democratic processes, law-making, the operation of the legal system, rights and
responsibilities and the function of courts. Local and national curriculum standards
and content are explicitly integrated into subject syllabuses49 in some countries
including Australia.
Differences in syllabus emphasis and content between jurisdictions mean that in
order to be useful to teachers and their students the resources listed below may
require adaptation.

48 “Key Features of Common Law or Civil Law Systems | Public Private Partnership,” accessed March 21,
2021, https://ppp.worldbank.org/public-private-partnership/legislation-regulation/framework-assessment/
legal-systems/common-vs-civil-law.
49

42

“Syllabus,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/syllabus.
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Best Practice Elements
• mapped to curriculum
• explicitly linked to the learning outcomes in the relevant syllabuses

International Example
Based in Boston Massachusetts, Discovering Justice50 provides a suite of mock
trial mini units for Grades 1-5.51 Each mini unit is mapped to the state’s MA History
and Social Science framework.52 Fundamental to the framework is the below
philosophy:
History tells us that the preservation of equality, justice, and liberty has
never been an easy proposition. Echoing the words of Frederick Douglass,
our hope is that these standards and resources will help students “stand
by those principles, be true to them on all occasions, against all foes, in all
places and at whatever costs.53

Australian Example
The County Court of Victoria54 publishes Justice in Action: A Study Guide for
Teachers.55 The guide is designed to align with the outcomes and content of the
VCE Legal Studies Syllabus studied in the final two years of high school.56
Justice in Action follows two fictitious cases... Through these cases students
can extend their understanding of the roles of court personnel, court
processes and sentencing….The teacher guide provides notes, discussion
points, suggested activities and questions. Curriculum links are also provided

50

“Discovering Justice – Today’s Students, Tomorrow’s Leaders.”

51

“In-School Mock Trial Mini Units – Discovering Justice.”

52 “History and Social Science Framework.Pdf,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.doe.mass.edu/
frameworks/hss/2018-12.pdf.
53 “History and Social Science Framework,” 2018, 217.p 11
54 Stuart Clark, “County Court of Victoria,” County Court of Victoria, accessed March 21, 2021, https://
www.countycourt.vic.gov.au/learn-about-court/educational-resources/year-11-and-12-court-visits.
55 “Justice-Action-Study-Guide-Teachers.Pdf,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.countycourt.vic.gov.
au/files/documents/2018-10/justice-action-study-guide-teachers.pdf.
56
“LegalSD_2018.Pdf,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Documents/vce/legalstudies/LegalSD_2018.pdf.
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Best Practice in Contextual, Engaging
and Relevant Content
...if community members have an understanding of legal rights and
responsibilities, this contributes to active citizenship and social cohesion –
and helps strengthen civil society57
Widespread ongoing debate58 about student engagement with civic institutions
and their role of courts focuses on their understanding of democracy, government
and law. The recent release of the Australian National Assessment Program – Civics
and Citizenship National Report 201959 adds to the literature assessing student
engagement. In the report only 38 percent of Year 10 students (15 -16 years old)
demonstrated proficient “...awareness of the connection between fundamental
principles (such as fairness) and their manifestation in rules and laws.”60
This debate is not restricted to Australia. Governments and prominent academic
institutions in the United Kingdom61, the United States of America62, and Canada63
have all highlighted the need to remedy the lack of civic knowledge in young
people by provision of improved education programs.
All organisations involved in the project interviews discussed the effect of this
debate on the provision of their programs. The need to improve engagement
in young people was highlighted as the primary goal of all organisations. They
identified that the best practice response was to ensure that their programs
remain relevant to students’ lived experience.

57
“Towards-a-National-Strategy-for-Public-Legal-Education-100.Pdf,” accessed March 21, 2021, http://
www.plecanada.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Towards-a-national-strategy-for-public-legal-education-100.pdf.
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“ACARA - News Details,” accessed March 24, 2021, https://www.acara.edu.au/news-and-media/
news-details?section=202101201405#202101201405.
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“20210121-Nap-Cc-2019-Public-Report.Pdf,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://nap.edu.au/docs/default-source/default-document-library/20210121-nap-cc-2019-public-report.pdf.
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“20210121-Nap-Cc-2019-Public-Report.Pdf.”p.24

61 Jon Tonge, Andrew Mycock, and Bob Jeffery, “Does Citizenship Education Make Young People Better-Engaged Citizens?,” Political Studies 60, no. 3 (October 2012): 578–602, https://doi.org/10.1111/j.14679248.2011.00931.x.
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Louise Dubé, Executive Director of iCivics discusses this need in her article ‘Why
am I here’:64
We are not likely to be engaged in deep lasting learning without finding
personal relevance in the process. Relevance is not direct applicability of
what is learned but rather the connection between your identity and the
instructional purpose.
Relevance is directly linked to social context. Some students live in communities
who have negative interactions with the legal system. Others have obtained all
of their understanding of law and legal institutions from television and movies.
The social context of students can be accommodated by careful consideration of
“intent and impact”65 when designing resources and programs.
Students care about their communities. They want to have a positive
impact on the people and places around them. Averill Kelley, Equity in Civic
Education — Improving How We Teach Black and LatinX Students in LowIncome Areas66
Almost all court education programs are conducted in the school context as a part
of a broader civics curriculum. However, experiential learning programs involving
in person contact with court staff conducted in court buildings provide deeper
learning and improved engagement. These can include court tours, mock trial
competitions, debate days and career days.

Best Practice Elements
• relevant to students’ interests, community and lived experience
• promote engagement through a variety of pedagogical strategies

64 “Why Am I Here? | ICivics,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.icivics.org/news/blog-post/why-ami-here.
65

Carrie Ray Hill of iCivics

66 “Equity in Civic Education — Improving How We Teach Black and LatinX Students in Low-Income Areas
| by CivXNow | CivXNow | Medium,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://medium.com/civxnow/equity-in-civiceducation-improving-how-we-teach-black-and-latinx-students-in-low-income-areas-f978ab7e91bb.
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International Example
The United States Federal Court’s Civil Discourse and Difficult Decisions program
and resources67 directly reflect students’ life experience through a civility selfreflection exercise68 and reality check quiz69. It emphasises the development of
skills that students can utilise in multiple social contexts.

Australian Example
At the Law Society of Western Australia70 the Francis Burt Law Education
Programme71 provides a 2020 resource for teachers which discusses the issue of
‘Kids in Jail’72. Juvenile incarceration, and the related campaign to Raise the Age73
of criminal responsibility from 10 to 14 years old, is a relevant and engaging
issue for many Western Australian students and their teachers.

Best Practice in Equity in Court
Education
In late 2020, iCivics and Generation Citizen’s74 published the Equity in
Civic Education White Paper75, which defines equitable civic education as:

... a civic learning experience that is inclusive, representative, and relevant;
one that promotes diverse student voices and draws on students’ lived
experiences and perspectives in order to engage them in understanding
social issues, the power dynamics that cause them, and the power that
young people have to bring about change. p 6.

67

“Civil Discourse and Difficult Decisions | United States Courts.”

68 “Civility Self-Reflection Exercise - Civil Discourse and Difficult Decisions,” United States Courts, accessed
March 21, 2021, https://www.uscourts.gov/about-federal-courts/educational-resources/educational-activities/civil-discourse-and-difficult.
69 “Reality Check Quiz - Civil Discourse and Difficult Decisions,” United States Courts, accessed March 21,
2021, https://www.uscourts.gov/educational-resources/educational-activities/reality-check-quiz-civil-discourse-and-difficult.
70

“Law Society of Western Australia,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.lawsocietywa.asn.au/.

71 “Francis Burt Law Education Programme | Law Society of Western Australia,” accessed March 21, 2021,
https://www.lawsocietywa.asn.au/francis-burt-law-education-programme-2/#francis-burt-law-education-programme.
72 “2020AUG18-Powerpoint-SRWL-Pauline-Wright.Pdf,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.lawsocietywa.asn.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/2020AUG18-Powerpoint-SRWL-Pauline-Wright.pdf.
73

“Raise The Age,” Raise The Age, accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.raisetheage.org.au.

74

“Creating More Equitable and Experiential Civics Education | Generation Citizen.”

75 “Equity in Civic Education White Paper,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://spark.adobe.com/page/npr1t53gjePgH/.
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This paper together with the interviews conducted for the project prompted a
substantial shift in focus. While examining equity and diversity was always
embedded in the research, interviews with American court education providers
during and after the Capitol Insurrection of the 6th of January76 brought the need
for equity more sharply into focus.
In particular, Dr Emma Humphries of iCivics discussing the evolution of the white
paper over 18 months, highlighted the need for equity to occupy a central role
in any court education program in their organisational structure, publication of
resources and the conduct of programs. Subsequently, questions about equity
were foregrounded in the research, revealing it as a central concern for all program
providers, permeating all aspects of educational delivery.
Provision of equitable, diverse, accessible and inclusive court education
programs is the stated goal of all of the providers consulted in the project.
However, many spoke of the challenges in meeting this goal. Their central
desire to consistently provide students participating in court education
programs access to people and experiences that reflect the students’ race,
culture, language and religion is clearly expressed by the phrase:
“You can’t be what be what you can’t see” Marian Wright Edelman77
When students ‘see’ people like themselves as part of the legal system
they are far more likely to see the legal profession as a potential career,
view courts as a place where their community needs are represented and
ultimately trust and engage with the legal system in a positive manner.
Justice Melissa Perry - Federal Court of Australia78
The Black Lives Matter79 movement, which began in the United States, has had
a substantial impact on civic education in the United Kingdom80, Australia81, and
Canada82. In legal education, this has resulted in a renewed focus on teaching
76 Lauren Leatherby et al., “How a Presidential Rally Turned Into a Capitol Rampage,” The New York Times,
January 12, 2021, sec. U.S., https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/01/12/us/capitol-mob-timeline.html.
77 “IT’S HARD TO BE WHAT YOU CAN’T SEE — Children’s Defense Fund,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://
www.childrensdefense.org/child-watch-columns/health/2015/its-hard-to-be-what-you-cant-see/.
78 Melissa Perry, “The Law, Equality and Inclusiveness in a Culturally and Linguistically
Diverse Society 2019., 12.
79

“Home - Black Lives Matter,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://blacklivesmatter.com/.

80
“Editorial: Education, #BlackLivesMatter and Racial Justice in the UK and beyond | BERA,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.bera.ac.uk/blog/editorial-education-blacklivesmatter-and-racial-justice-in-the-uk-and-beyond.
81 “Black Lives Matter Movement Prompts Calls for Greater Focus on Indigenous History in Australian
Schools,” SBS News, accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.sbs.com.au/news/black-lives-matter-movementprompts-calls-for-greater-focus-on-indigenous-history-in-australian-schools.
82

“Freedom School Toronto,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://freedomschooltoronto.ca/.
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students about racial justice and also prioritising education and legal personnel
that are from the same cultural background and/or gender working with students
during in-person program delivery.
As highlighted in the Equity White Paper83:
… “I don’t think we could have predicted the laser focus on equity and race
that the country is undertaking at the moment.” The impact of this focus had
clear implications for our work. (p.17)
Dr Emma Humphries of iCivics in her interview stated the key to this approach is
to “build a tent that was as big as possible”. Diverse peoples can be given a voice
by engaging stakeholders with diverse perspectives - including students, parents,
teachers, legislators, community leaders and education providers. By prioritising
collaboration and consultation resource design within an equity and diversity
framework,84 organisations are more able to achieve equity goals.

Best Practice Elements
• developed collaboratively with stakeholders
• promote diverse perspectives and experiences
• staffed by personnel that are from the same cultural background and/or
gender (where possible)
• reflective of the community
• honest and culturally sensitive when dealing with issues surrounding racial
injustice

International Example
The Justice Education Society of British Columbia85 delivers a specialised court
education program for indigenous peoples86. This program is run by a retired lawyer
who has worked in the justice system advocating for indigenous Canadians and
83

“Equity in Civic Education White Paper.”

84 “Equity and Civic Learning | Social Studies,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.socialstudies.org/
executive-directors-message/equity-and-civic-learning.
“Justice Education Society |,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.justiceeducation.ca/. 85
86 “Justice System Education Program for Indigenous Peoples | Justice Education Society,” accessed March
21, 2021, https://www.justiceeducation.ca/programs/JSEP-IP.
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is recognised as an expert in the field. Complimenting the outreach program are
‘Journeys of Justice’ resources written by an indigenous educator. This alignment
of program and resource design with choice of educator is in keeping with the
best practice principles outlined above.

Australian Example
The Western Australia Legal Aid Blurred Borders87 story card project is designed
to support the work of community and legal service providers88 with Aboriginal
people in the Northern Territory/Western Australia region. Culturally appropriate
images and plain language explanations of key legal concepts supports Aboriginal
young people and other members of the community to learn about and/or navigate
the legal system.
Billy Lamb, Carrington NSW

Best Practice in Accessibility and
Inclusivity
Providing accessible and inclusive court education programs and resources is
an ongoing challenge for the court education providers who participated in the
project.
During non-pandemic times, ensuring physical access to courtrooms and court
buildings for students with disabilities is challenging in some older court buildings.
Funding is not always available to provide resources in a format suitable for
e-readers, and providers have had difficulty supporting students with vision and
hearing impairments as they pivot to online program delivery. One participant

87 “Blurred Borders,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://blurredborders.legalaid.wa.gov.au/about-blurredborders.
88

“Blurred Borders,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://blurredborders.legalaid.wa.gov.au/.
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discussed the three-year accessibility improvement plan being undertaken in their
court buildings and website, to improve their ability to meet the needs of disabled
students. They had made some progress on improving their programs but were
hampered by the impact of the pandemic.
The positive changes to promote equity and diversity discussed above will improve
inclusivity. Additionally, providers have created more inclusive spaces for schools’
students by using images of disabled young people in resources, openly discussing
the over-representation of people with poor mental health in the justice system
and supporting initiatives in legal education for young people with an intellectual
disability.
Effectively addressing accessibility and inclusivity is demonstrated by a concerted
and consistent effort to translate statements of policy into visible practical
outcomes.

Best Practice Elements
• physically accessible to disabled students
• available online in accessible formats
• consultative of young people with disabilities
• representative of the diversity of disability in the community

International Example
In the iCivics games "Do I Have the Right?"89, students set up a law firm and
provide legal advice to clients about their constitutional rights. Throughout
the game a character with a disability, has English language voice overs to
support ESL students, and is available in Spanish. They have also begun making
their games more accessible for vision and hearing-impaired students. The
"Cast your Vote"90 game includes a screen reader and keyboard navigation.

89

“Do I Have a Right?,” March 1, 2010, https://www.icivics.org/games/do-i-have-right.

90 “New Accessibility Tools Available for Cast Your Vote | ICivics,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.
icivics.org/news/product-announcement/new-accessibility-tools-available-cast-your-vote.
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Australian Example
The Law Council of Australia October 2020 submission91 on the National Disability
Strategy sets out the need for better accessibility and inclusivity outcomes in
the Australian legal system. While not explicitly an education document, the
submission clearly articulates the need for an inclusive approach to justice access
for disabled people, particularly from a disadvantaged background. On page 11
they say:
legislation and access to justice play a critical role in ensuring:
• economic security, through non-discrimination in employment; and
• educational outcomes, through inclusive schools92

91 “3907 - National Disability Strategy.Pdf,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.lawcouncil.asn.au/publicassets/65659bed-f61e-eb11-9435-005056be13b5/3907%20-%20National%20Disability%20Strategy.pdf.
92

“3907 - National Disability Strategy.Pdf.”
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CHAPTER 6
Recommendation 1
A Theory of Change Model for Court Education

1

Linking organisational values, strategic goals and program evaluation to outcomes in
a theory of change would assist governments, courts and other funders to support
and integrate programs and better ensure their effectiveness.

The use of a theory of change framework, as outlined in Chapter 4, has the
potential to improve knowledge and understanding of the value of court education
for school students and embed elements of best practice and is recommended for
all court education providers both internationally and in Australia.

Why Use a Framework?
Bringing about widespread systemic and societal change by securing funding and
conducting evaluation of the effectiveness of programs and resources is challenging
for small court education providers. The majority of organisations involved in the
Court Education Project identified difficulties in evaluating education programs
and securing long term funding. Having a framework would allow court education
providers to better articulate the expected outcomes of their programs and
therefore meet the expectations of philanthropic funders.
The use of a framework in civic education is well established. Organisations like
CivXNow, Generation Citizen and Young Citizens have embraced them. In legal
education, the Legal Education Foundation93 and Community Legal Centres of
Queensland94 have articulated their usage of a framework.
Adoption of theory of change models by court education providers could be very
useful in building understanding of the important work they do.

93 “Developing a Theory of Change | The Legal Education Foundation,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://
research.thelegaleducationfoundation.org/blog/developing-a-theory-of-change.
94 “Theory of Change - Community Legal Impact,” accessed March 21, 2021, http://www.communitylegalimpact.org/theory-of-change.html.
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How to build a Theory of Change
The National Council of Volunteer Organisations in the UK sets out the process
of building a theory of change95 and the Legal Education Foundation summarises
this into five key questions96 that organisations need to ask when building their
framework.
• What is the ultimate goal or aim of my project?
• What are the intermediate outcomes of my project?
• What are the activities I am going to undertake to achieve my desired
outcomes?
• What are the causal links between the activities I am planning to undertake
and the outcomes I hope to achieve? How do the intermediate outcomes I
hope to achieve relate to each other and my ultimate goal?
• What assumptions have I made in designing my project?
This process of backwards mapping97 involves identifying a project or organisation’s
long term goal, then working backwards to an intermediate goal and finally a
starting point. This provides a pathway to change and an inbuilt evaluation matrix
that can assist in tracking progress in achieving identified outcomes.
A valuable part of the process of building a theory of change is acknowledging any
underlying assumptions. An example of this is programs and resources mapped
to a curriculum without consideration of timing. If teachers aren’t teaching the
mapped part of the syllabus, or it’s a compulsory assessment block at the time
a court education program is delivered, the uptake of programs and achievement
of identified outcomes may be adversely impacted. This can be a significant issue
on legal anniversary days/weeks and other significant anniversaries. Tackling this
assumption and accommodating flexibility while building the theory of change
framework may improve the achievement of strategic outcomes.

95 Rob Brennan, “How to Build a Theory of Change — NCVO Knowhow,” How to, accessed March 21, 2021,
https://knowhow.ncvo.org.uk/how-to/how-to-build-a-theory-of-change.
96

“Developing a Theory of Change | The Legal Education Foundation.”

97 “How Does Theory of Change Work?,” Theory of Change Community (blog), accessed March 21, 2021,
https://www.theoryofchange.org/what-is-theory-of-change/how-does-theory-of-change-work/.
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The Better Evaluation coalition98 suggest the following:
The project or program activities are intended to contribute to the change
process. How they do this can be understood as an action theory – a theory
that if the project or program does particular things, these activities will
trigger the type of change identified in the change theor .
Linking organisational values, strategic goals and program evaluation to outcomes
in a theory of change can assist governments, courts and other funders to support
and integrate programs and better ensure their effectiveness.

Recommendation 2
Embedded and Onsite Educators

2

Court educators are embedded in courts and other legal bodies. This would support
the ‘institutionalisation’ of court education for school students and consistency in
teacher professional development and improve legal literacy across the community.

Prior to the pandemic many of the project participants conducted experiential
in-person programs with students visiting courts and other buildings such as
museums, legal professional bodies and law enforcement premises. Facilitators or
volunteers were embedded onsite, examples include: visitor officers at the Supreme
Court of the United Kingdom, court educators and legal personnel volunteers at
Discovering Justice in the John Joseph Moakley U.S. Courthouse.
The benefits of an embedded educator within a court are substantial. Organisations
reported these as:
• strong relationships with judiciary, the legal professions, court staff and law
enforcement
• the ability to engender a culture of education for young people within the
court building
• access to expertise to inform and support the development and delivery of
resources and programs
• onsite location allowing for the ability to develop spaces suitable for
education program delivery
98 “Describe the Theory of Change | Better Evaluation,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.betterevaluation.org/en/node/5280.
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Corporate Structures
The organisations involved the project have two distinct corporate structures. The
majority favour a not-for-profit philanthropic funded structure, with a combination
of donations and grants funding the development and delivery of the resources and
programs. A smaller, but very effective, group are embedded in courts, universities
or legal professional organisations, with funding, staffing and administrative
support provided by the institution.
Interviewees from the not-for-profit group reported substantial difficulty ensuring
ongoing funding, especially for back-office functions and long-term projects. A
number discussed how the time and effort required to secure funding limited
the ability of some staff to innovate and also impacted adversely on program
delivery. One organisation reported how the impact of the pandemic had meant a
substantial loss of funding and the flow on effect of a reduction in staff numbers
and program delivery.

The Benefits of being Embedded and Onsite
In contrast, members of the embedded and onsite group reported the ease of
maintaining stability in program delivery and resource development. They discussed
how the scope and quality of their resources and programs were a direct result of
the certainty provided by the institutional funding model and corporate structure.
The ability to access other forms of expertise such as public relations/marketing
support, IT support and graphic design, along with legal knowledge has supported
the development of new and responsive programs and provide a better user centred
online presence. Some of the organisations augment their institutional funding
with partnerships with philanthropic bodies and universities. The mixed funding
model has allowed them to support court educators in the privately funded sector
with provision of conferences99, policy direction and thought leadership.
The ability to contribute to planning and funding decisions within a court cannot
be underestimated. One participant reported how, by persuasively arguing for
education specific spaces, they had been able to provide a study centre for students
visiting the court100 to learn about legal research and interact with judiciary and
other legal professional personnel in an informal way.

99 “Justice For All: Courts And The Community | National Conference on Civic Education and the Federal
Courts,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://justiceforall.ca2.uscourts.gov/NCCE2019.html.
100 “Justice For All: Courts And The Community | Learning Centers,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://
justiceforall.ca2.uscourts.gov/learning_center_home.html.
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Challenges of being a part of an Institution
However, there are constraints of delivering programs from within an institution.
The requirements for courts to be politically impartial, security conscious, socially
conservative and effectively closed institutions can inhibit program delivery. As
discussed previously, promoting engagement by young people requires strong
linkages to community concerns and current events. This can be difficult for
court educators to achieve. The requirement of educators avoiding discussing
controversial cases before the court can negatively impact on student engagement.
The United States Federal Court has solved this problem by focussing their
resources on historical cases and allowed for educators and teachers to use them
as a starting point for a more contemporary discussion with students.
The inherently conservative and slow to change culture of courts protect the
common law legal system from radicalism. The stability of slow change through
precedent usually underpins a high level of trust101 in the courts. Interviewees
reported that many students from marginalised and disadvantaged communities
saw these fundamentals of the system as promoting injustice and mistreatment of
members of their communities. Trying to overcome the gaps between the racial and
cultural profile of members of the judiciary102 and the students visiting the courts
can be very difficult for educators. Many discussed how balancing engagement,
relevance and equity with the reality of courts had become more difficult in recent
years as students have become more politically aware and able to articulate strong
views on ‘justice’.

Recommendation for Australian Courts
A small number of Australian courts have adopted the embedded and/or onsite
educator model. The successes and challenges of these programs reflects the
international perspective discussed above.
The recommendation of this report is that where possible all Australian courts and
other legal institutions employ specialist court educators in their buildings and
support them with sustained funding and administrative support. The research
conducted by this project has shown that this is the best way to ensure the
effective and on-going provision of best practice court education for school
students.
101 “Public Perspectives on Trust and Confidence in the Courts | IAALS,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://
iaals.du.edu/publications/public-perspectives-trust-and-confidence-courts.
102 4. “Race and Ethnicity | Federal Judicial Center,” accessed March 21, 2021, https://www.fjc.gov/history/exhibits/graphs-and-maps/race-and-ethnicity.
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Recommendation 3
Professional Collaboration and Engagement

3

Professional collaboration between court education providers, legal institutions,
professional bodies, schools and teachers is the key to innovation, evaluation of
best practice and the sustainability of organisations and programs into the future.

Being an active participant in building professional engagement and networks
throughout the common law world has been one of the best aspects of conducting
the project. The shared view of the social and educational good of best practice
court education for school students binds a wide variety of providers. Educators
involved in the provision of programs are all experts in their field, enthusiastic,
hardworking and passionate about making a difference. They do this by overcoming
substantial challenges, such as the recent pandemic, and by harnessing the good
will of the legal and teaching professions.
The number of court educators worldwide is small and as a small industry seeking
to meet the needs of a large number of teachers and students, professional
collaboration is the key to innovation, evaluation of best practice and the
sustainability of organisations and programs into the future.

Legal Profession Engagement
The legal profession is actively involved in court education for school and
university students in Canada, the United States and the United Kingdom. They
do so by doing the following:
• volunteering to mentor students who are participating in mock trial and
mooting competitions
• marking essay competitions
• sitting on the boards and funding court education organisations.
• conducting court education programs
• donating funds or time to small court education providers
• supporting the development of court education resources
The American Bar Association’s Public Education Division programs are a good
example of the positive impact a legal professional organisation can have on court
education. Their sponsorship of sessions at the recent National Council for Social
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Science conference along with their annual Law Day Program and provision of
professional development for teachers provides vital support to the delivery of
court education in schools.
All of the organisations involved in the project reported sustained and generous
engagement from the judiciary, lawyers, legal firms, barristers and other members
of the profession. Many programs rely on volunteer members of the profession
providing their time and expertise. This is particularly true in regional and rural
areas where volunteer lawyers and judges will welcome local school students to
their local courthouse and work together to provide a rich education experience.

Teaching Profession Engagement
Teachers and the needs of their students are the focus of all court education
providers. Carrie Ray-Hill of iCivics, in her interview, outlines the goal of the
organisation as to:
Meet teachers where they are and support them to do more (ease of use,
clear instructions, best practices, etc.). Teachers are the conduit to reach
young people…
Engagement with court education providers is most common amongst teachers
who have to teach compulsory civics syllabuses and/or high school legal studies
subjects. Teaching professional bodies frequently partner with providers to support
their teachers.
Court education providers, in addition to their resource and program delivery:
• sponsor conference presentations
• provide professional development opportunities
• link legal professionals with schools
• provide legally trained volunteers to teach in schools
• sponsor awards that recognise teaching excellence
• use social media to provide advice and support to teachers

Recommendation for Australia
The Australian legal and teaching professions are engaged with courts and court
education providers. Some have long and established relationships that provide
for a strong support for students and teachers.
However, these relationships are frequently reliant on a single engaged individual,
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such as a judge or head of a teacher professional organisation, who provides
the thought leadership and connections that underpin the relationship. If that
individual changes roles or leaves the organisation the relationship can falter or
disappear altogether.
This report recommends a concerted effort be made to embed structures in court
education providers and the legal and teaching professional bodies to formalise
relationships. This has been done with some success in a number of urban areas
with the formation of consultative committees, but more needs to be done to
support best practice court education in regional and rural areas.
By removing the reliance on a single engaged individual to drive the relationship
between court education providers and the teaching and legal profession, and by
embedding long term organisational and institutional connections, we can ensure
the best possible outcomes for students and their communities. This strongly
aligns with Recommendation 2 of this report. Having court educators embedded
in courts and other legal bodies in both urban and rural areas would support
the ‘institutionalisation’ of court education for school students and consistency in
teacher professional development.

Recommendation 4
A Best Practice Focus

4

Adoption of an explicit best practice focus by court education organisations and
institutions in Australia and internationally.

The taxonomy of best practice elements outlined in Chapter 5 are designed to be
a starting point for a broader conversation amongst court educators about the
scope and content of best practice programs and resources. However, for that to
occur, the report recommends that organisations and institutions in Australia and
internationally explicitly adopt a best practice focus. This is not to suggest that
this is not currently occurring in any significant way but is more a call to action.
The aim is to empower educators to use the articulation of the elements as a tool
to advocate for a best practice focus when pitching new programs.
It is a call to action for court educators internationally to be presenting as a united
front with a focus on working together to have a greater positive impact on the
legal and education communities in which we work.
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Best Practice Elements
• mapped to curriculum
• explicitly linked to the learning outcomes in the relevant syllabuses
• relevant to students’ interests, community and lived experience
• promote engagement through a variety of pedagogical strategies
• situated within a social context that promotes learning and positive
experiences
• developed collaboratively with stakeholders
• promote diverse perspectives and experiences
• staffed by personnel that are from the same cultural background and/or
gender (where possible)
• reflective of the community
• honest and culturally sensitive when dealing with issues surrounding racial
injustice
• physically accessible to disabled students
• available online in accessible formats
• consultative of young people with disabilities
• representative of the diversity of disability in the community

The Way Forward
The work outlined in this report is not the end of the road, but the starting point for
a conversation about court education in Australia and internationally. I have sought
to provide an overview of the incredible work being done around the
common law world by dedicated and skilled educators. I hope that those
that read and adopt the recommendations of this report are able to positively
impact their organisations and the school students and teachers they work with
and support. I view this report as a vehicle to allow for the adoption of evidencebased programs and for robust cross-institution collaboration networks to be
established. I hope that out of this work a networked professional community of
court educators will grow and that in the future court educators will be a
feature of every court building and an acknowledged and accepted profession
within the legal and education worlds.
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APPENDIX 1 - FOCUS
QUESTIONS
• How is/are the program/s conducted and what is the feedback and
involvement from the judiciary and other court staff?
• How does the court manage demand for programs? How do they reach nonurban schools and students?
• How do you recruit judges and other court staff to participate in court
education programs?
• How far in advance do you book the speakers?
• Do they present from court or another venue?
• Do you provide them with training in speaking to school students?
• How are the education resources developed and by whom?
• How frequently are they updated?
• How many are used/downloaded (is this tracked)?
• What are the most popular resources?
• What feedback is collected on use of the resources?
• What has been the impact of COVID-19 on the provision of court education
programs?
• What are the underlying values that you use when designing the games/
curriculum?
• How have you advocated and built consensus around online delivery of
programs? Has COVID assisted or hindered?
• Are there any challenges with designing games about courts and law, and
what tips can they offer?
• How have you built and sustain the support of the teachers to utilise online
delivery methodologies?
• How do you measure engagement and outcomes in the online environment?
• How is data collection conducted to assess effectiveness of games and
accompanying resources?
• How does this impact on allocation of funds and strategic planning?
• How are the games funded and what is the approximate cost and timeline
for each game developed?
• What platform/s are accommodated and how do you accommodate students
who don’t have devices at home?
• Do you think the games would be adaptable to an Australian context?
• Would iCivics and Filament Games be open to designing games for Australia?
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• How does the Federal court manage demand for programs?
• How do you reach non-urban schools and students (in non-covid times)?
• How do you recruit judges and other court staff to participate in court
education programs?
• How far in advance do you book the speakers?
• Do the speakers (judges/attorneys) present from court or another venue?
• Do you provide them with training in speaking to school students and if so,
how is it conducted?
• How are the education resources (case summaries/videos/activity packets)
developed and by whom?
• How frequently are they updated?
• How many are used/downloaded (is this tracked)?
• What are the most popular resources?
• What feedback is collected on use of the resources?
• How are the programs funded?
• What is the funding mix (public-court-philanthropy)?
• How much does the Civil Discourse program cost to run?
• What has been the impact of COVID-19 on the provision of court education
programs?
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APPENDIX 2 – CASE
STUDIES
Justice Education Society
260-800 Hornby St.
Vancouver, BC V6Z 2C5
https://www.justiceeducation.ca/
Education Programs and Resources: https://www.justiceeducation.ca/learnabout-law
info@JusticeEducation.ca
Lali Pawa - Public Legal Education Team Lead

PROGRAMS AND RESOURCES
Online and in-person
Court Tours
Mock Trial
Meet a Legal Professional
Teacher Professional Development
Court Orientation Sessions

FINDINGS
The Justice Education Society is located in Vancouver, British Columbia,
Canada and was established over 30 years ago by judges and lawyers who
wanted to empower people to access and deliver justice in Canada and
globally. They have three divisions, education, the international and digital.
Court education is delivered by the staff and volunteers of the education
division. They deliver programs throughout British Columbia.
An interview was conducted with Lali Pawa. She is responsible for the
educational outreach to school students and programs with migrant communities.
The discussion centred around the society’s goal of teaching students to be
empowered and legally capable. Unfortunately, the impact of the pandemic
led to a significant number of programs being cancelled. However, in recent
times Lali and her team
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have been able to deliver workshops for students on Zoom. She was pleased to
chat about the valuable educational experience that students gain when they
visit physical court houses and the strong support volunteered by court staff and
the judiciary. Lali provided further detail about the program for indigenous young
people run in Northern British Columbia by a retired defence lawyer who has
strong connections with the indigenous community. The program has attracted
specific funding from local legal bodies and has been very well received.

BEST PRACTICE EXAMPLE/S Programs for Indigenous students - See
Page 48

…our mandate is to, you know, really to empower youth and have them more legally
capable. So, their rights and responsibilities are always the forefront
We’ve been delivering our program through many courts throughout the province,
but we only had staff, physical staff that are available to host and greet students
in fi e of the courthouses. So, and then we had our unstaĀed locations. And those
were done by coordination, collaboration by, you know, court staff, the sheriĀ’s the
judges, and they would, they would graciously host a group….
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Young Citizens
https://www.youngcitizens.org/
37 Heneage Street, London E1 5LJ.
info@youngcitizens.org
Yvonne Richards – Director of Programs and Learning

PROGRAMS AND RESOURCES
Online and In-person

FINDINGS
Young Citizens UK is a not-for-profit organisation located in London
United Kingdom. The organisation was established 30 years ago by Andrew
Phillips who was concerned about the lack of legal understanding among young
people. They produce programs and resources for students from Kindergarten to
Grade 12. A small team funded by donations and grants develop and deliver the
programs. The interview with Yvonne Richards, the Director of Programmes
and Learning centred around discussing the large mock trial program that
Young Citizens runs across the United Kingdom. In 2019/2020 (prior to the
pandemic) they conducted 71 heats with 497 schools taking part, 7,695 students
participating and 1,471 legal professionals volunteering.
Yvonne was very generous with her time and expertise and discussed all
aspects of Young Citizens from organisational to the day to day running of the
programs. She detailed the design and delivery of the Mock Trial program
which is the organisation’s longest running active learning experiences.
Specially written cases are written by Young Citizens staff in conjunction with
legal professionals. Schools are provided with mentor support from a barrister
(where available) and there are layers of heats, culminating in a grand national
final with students having the opportunity to perform in front of a real judge in a
real court room. The Magistrates’ Court Mock Trial competition is for 12–14-yearolds from non-fee-paying schools in England, Wales and Northern Ireland.
The Bar Mock Trial is open to 15–18-year-olds from non-fee-paying schools in
England, Wales, Northern Ireland and Scotland. Yvonne reflected on how the
program has changed over time and was very proud to discuss how, in recent
years the program has improved its focus on delivering an improved best
practice educational program
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for students.
Yvonne discussed some of the data collection methods that Young Citizens uses
to assist them in actively supporting students from disadvantaged backgrounds
and schools who need additional services to stop them dropping out of the mock
trial program. By using the metric of how many ‘free school meals’ schools deliver
Young Citizens have been able to better meet the goals of their funders in
supporting equity of access for disadvantaged students.

BEST PRACTICE EXAMPLE/S Theory of Change – see Recommendation 1

We give young people the knowledge, skills and confidence to make an effective
contribution to society and help shape their future in a rapidly changing world
Student feedback - I think I gained a better understanding of what life in court is
generally like and the responsibility of all involved
Teacher feedback - excellent competition, enormously worthwhile for our students
as it gives direct experience of the law in a formal court setting
Our Theory of Change shows how our range of programmes and activities are
designed to help lead our vision of a fair and inclusive society based on a strong,
stable and secure democracy.
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The Supreme Court of the United
Kingdom
Parliament Square
London
SW1P 3BD
https://www.supremecourt.uk/education.html
Educational Resources https://www.supremecourt.uk/learning-resources.html
Natasha Bennett - Education and Visitor Services Manager -The Supreme Court of
the United Kingdom and the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council
Simon Josiffe – Information Officer - The Supreme Court of the United Kingdom
and the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council

PROGRAMS AND RESOURCES
Court Tours
Ask a Justice
Debate Days
Essay Writing Competition
Moot Competition
Online and in-person

FINDINGS
The Supreme Court of the United Kingdom was established in 2009 when judicial
authority of the House of Lords was transferred to the newly created court. The
court building is located in the historical precinct of Parliament Square. Outreach,
transparency and public accessibility were founding values of the court and are
reflected in the education programs.
Interviews were conducted with Natasha Bennett and Simon Josiffe. The Court
Tour and a Debate Day were observed. Natasha is responsible for the education
programs and resources and Simon has been developing resources and facilitating
the program delivery since the court’s inception.
Natasha discussed the impact of pandemic on the conduct of the programs and
outlined how the court had adapted its programs. In the past the only program
the court delivered online was their ‘Ask a Justice’ program where students from
regional UK schools spent 30 minutes on Skype speaking with a Supreme Court
Justice. Natasha and Simon outlined the conversion of the debate day and court
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tour programs to an online model. Natasha discussed the three-year
accessibility plan that the court has put in place which will allow for the provision
of court tours for students attending English as a second language classes and
plans to improve the accessibility of the website.
The benefits of the use of a PowerPoint slide deck along with Simon’s
engaging presentation style provided a helpful insight into how a court
tour can be conducted online. The observation of the Online Debate Day
involved students from the Judd School debating stop and search laws using
the Microsoft Teams video conferencing platforms. The use of a
contemporary issue engaged the students in the topic. The structure of the
debate day involved students being divided into for, against and judge teams
with each group being coached by a volunteer solicitor. The volunteers worked
in a diverse range of practice areas and it was delightful to see the care taken
to choose female solicitors from a range of cultural backgrounds. The students
engaged with the debate on a number of different levels. They discussed
legislation, case law, police actions and human rights issues during the
debate. After the decision of the judges the volunteers spent time answering
the students’ legal career questions. It was wonderful to observe such
positive interactions and the students’ enthusiasm for a variety of legal career
paths.

BEST PRACTICE EXAMPLE/S Ask a Justice - Live question and answer
session. https://www.supremecourt.uk/ask-a-justice.html
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iCivics
1035 Cambridge Street, Suite 21B
Cambridge, MA 02141
https://www.icivics.org/
Scope and Sequence
https://www.icivics.org/
info@icivics.org
Carrie Ray-Hill - Senior Director of Digital Learning
Dr Emma Humphries - Chief Education Officer and Deputy Director of CivXNow
Online

PROGRAMS AND RESOURCES
Online Games
Scope and Sequence
Curriculum Units
Professional Development

FINDINGS
iCivics is a not-for-profit organisation located in Boston Massachusetts. The
organisation was established by Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor
when she retired from the court in 2007. Justice O’Connor started iCivics with the
goal of “transforming civic education for every student in America with innovative,
truly engaging games and resources.”
They produce 20 games and 200 resources for elementary and high school students
and are funded by donations and grants from philanthropic foundations. They have
pioneered gamification as a tool for teaching civics and are one of the founding
organisations of the CivXNow coalition of civics organisations. Interviews were
conducted with Carrie Ray-Hill and Emma Humphries.
The discussion with Carrie covered a range of topic areas: game design and
development, the important role of judicial patrons in promoting civics education
and measuring engagement in online delivery. Much of the conversation was
concerned with Carrie sharing her 10 years of experience in gamification of civics
concepts and the future of game design. Further discussions on mobile phone
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game design as a way of addressing the issue of digital poverty and reaching
students in remote and rural communities were very helpful. Carrie’s sharing of
the iCivics strategy to always consider ‘intent and impact’ of their resources as
a way of assessing their contribution to equity and diversity gave words to the
developing ethos of the research.
The discussion with Emma was focused on her reflectingo n t h e p r ocess o f
building a coalition of like-minded organisations. iCivics has done this with the
group CivXNow. At time of writing there were 150 civics education organisations
committed to the mission of CivXNow of “catalysing a national mindset shift to
prioritize civic engagement and civic education”.
iCivics along with Generation Citizen have made a substantial contribution to the
promotion of equitable civics education in the United States through their Equity
White Paper, discussed earlier in the report. The paper has had a substantial
impact on the project. My discussion with Emma about the process of gathering
the stakeholders and allowing for different perspectives to have a voice through
community consultation will prove invaluable for Australian organisations wanting
to improve equitable civic educational outcomes for their communities.
It’s impossible to overstate how valuable an experience it was being able to
meet with two of the executive team of iCivics. Their insights, experience and
expertise have greatly assisted in scoping the project and providing guidance
on the landscape of civics education in the United States.

BEST PRACTICE EXAMPLE/S All of their programs - Discussed
throughout the report
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Discovering Justice
John Joseph Moakley U.S. Courthouse
One Courthouse Way,
Suite 3120 Boston, MA 02210
https://discoveringjustice.org/
Education Programs https://discoveringjustice.org/programs/
Matt Wilson – Executive Director
Online and in-person

PROGRAMS AND RESOURCES
Mock Trial
Mock Appeal (Moot)
Court Tour/ Field Trips
Advocacy Skills Workshops
Justice Camp Day

FINDINGS
Discovering Justice is not-for-profit organisation located in the John Joseph
Moakley courthouse in Boston Massachusetts. The organisation was established
when the courthouse was built in 1998 as a way of providing outreach and court
education programs for school students in the Boston area.
They produce programs and resources for students from Kindergarten to Grade
12. A small team funded by donations and the court develop and deliver the
programs. The interview with Matt Wilson, the Executive Director centred around
a discussion about engaging students by focusing on teaching ‘what’s justice’.
Teachers are supported in incorporating the resources in their teaching by ensuring
direct links to curriculum and making resources available for free for download on
their website.
They are assisted in this goal by the legislated requirement in Massachusetts
for civic education. Matt’s enthusiasm for the work of Discovering Justice was
infectious and it was delightful to hear about how innovative he and his team have
been during the pandemic. To support students attending a Leadership ‘virtual’
Summer Camp in 2020 they developed the Topics Program. Using an online seminar
model, students engaged with a variety of expert speakers discussing a current
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issue. The first program concentrated on the legal response to the pandemic and
some of the debate around legislating quickly, mask wearing the impact of the
pandemic on the workforce. Further online programs are planned in 2021.

BEST PRACTICE EXAMPLE/S - Discovering Justice provides a suite of
mock trial mini units for Grades 1-5. - https://drive.google.com/drive/
folders/1E3jQqVRfavDE3gf14OTHUgovWjB-O8Un

we work with students and communities to examine the workings of the judicial
system to explore the ideals of justice, and engage as people in democracy”
“One of our new programs is called our topics program. We are taking kind of
contemporary issues and looking at them through a legal frame… this summer,
we did a whole program around COVID…it highlighted the tensions between
individual liberties and rights as guaranteed in the Constitution and the need for
community health and community protections. We set up this discussion where
we had judges and lawyers coming in and talking about individual liberties”
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Nova Scotia Courts
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada
Upper Water St, Halifax, NS B3J 1S7, Canada
https://www.courts.ns.ca/
Education Programs and Resources:
https://www.courts.ns.ca/Courtrooms_Classrooms/courtrooms_classrooms_
home.htm
https://twitter.com/NS_Justice
Jennifer Stairs – Director of Communications – responsible for media and
communication along with public education

PROGRAMS AND RESOURCES
Delivered online and in-person

FINDINGS
The ‘Justice Camp Day’: A specialised program for young people from marginalised
communities. All personnel involved are volunteers and from the Indigenous and
Black Nova Scotian community.
A group of young people (mixed ages) from the local African and /or Indigenous
Nova Scotian community spending a full day at the court. Court staff are
assisted by members of the local community groups who choose the young
people who would most benefit from the program.
Students meet with a variety of court personnel throughout the day from law
enforcement to judges. Students sit in the courtroom and put on the gowns and
role play a mock trial along with observing court proceedings and having
opportunity to learn about all of the different jobs that people do in a
courthouse. Court staff provide snacks and pizza for lunch.
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Referring to a local community group for marginalised African Nova Scotian
young people. “they have this thing called spread the love and the kids from
the community go around to all these spots in the downtown and they hand out
candy grams, to try and reinforce the positive nature of their community… the
judge loved this.... they made the courthouse one of their stops, and they bring
candy to all the court staff and, and we got into discussions about how we
could build on this relationship.
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American Bar Association
American Bar Association
321 North Clark Street
Chicago, IL 60654
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/public_education/
Frank Valadez – Director - American Bar Association Division of Public Legal
Education
Catherine Hawke – Assistant Director – American Bar Association Division of
Public Legal Education
publiceducation@americanbar.org

PROGRAMS AND RESOURCES
Online and in-person

FINDINGS
The American Bar Association is located in Chicago, Illinois the United States
of America and has 400, 000 members. It is committed to “improving the legal
profession, eliminating bias and enhancing diversity, and advancing the rule of
law throughout the United States and around the world.” Their Public Education
division provides reliable information about the law and legal issues, including
resources and programs for educators, students, journalists, legal professionals,
opinion leaders, and the public to advance public understanding of law and its
role in society.
Interviews were conducted with Frank Valadez, Director of the Public Education
Division and the Assistant Director Catherine Hawke. Frank spoke about the Law
Day Program and the wider outreach of the Division and Catherine about the
Constitution Day resources and the Summer Institute for teachers – delivered in
partnership with the Federal Judicial Centre.

BEST PRACTICE EXAMPLE/S - Summer Institute for Teachers
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/public_ education/programs/
summer_institute_for_teachers/fjc_summer_institute_for_ teachers/
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The Division fulfills its mission to advance public understanding of law and
society in three ways: educating the public about civic responsibilities, the law,
the courts, and the legal system; empowering teachers by providing resources
that incorporate law and civics into K-12 curricula; and engaging students through
thought-provoking resources and learning experiences to broaden understanding
of law and government.”
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Marshall-Brennan Constitutional
Literacy Project
American University Washington College of Law
4300 Nebraska Avenue NSW
Washington D.C. 20016
https://www.wcl.american.edu/impact/initiatives-programs/marshallbrennan/
Camille Thompson – Assistant Director
cthompson@wcl.american.edu

PROGRAMS AND RESOURCES
In person and online

FINDINGS
The Marshall-Brennan Constitutional Literacy Project is based in the
American University Washington College of Law in Washington DC. It was
established in 1999 and has chapters at 20 law schools in the United States and
2 international chapters in South Africa and Japan. It’s program “challenges
law students to serve the community…The program sends upper- level AU
WCL law students into Washington, DC-area schools to teach a constitutional
law and youth justice curriculum”.
An interview was conducted with the Assistant Director of the Program,
Professor Camille Thompson. Camille is the only employed staff member but is
supported by Deans Fellows and administrative staff at the Law School.
She spoke about the project’s history and the structure of the program. It
involves law students (Fellows) being trained as educators and teaching basic
legal literacy, court advocacy and a moot court problem to a class of high
school students (Scholars) over a semester. A large number of Washington
DC public schools participate in the program. Across the United States
schools with relationships with the chapters (law schools) in other states
participate in the same way.
The Moot Court problem is developed over the summer and then students
nationally all work on the same problem. Students from disadvantaged
backgrounds are supported in developing oral advocacy skills that build
confidence. The use of defined curriculum, choice of teaching materials that are
relevant to students and the focus on skills development and improved literacy
is commendable. Camille articulated the positive impact of the program on
students’ lives and communities.
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The engagement of past teaching fellows and scholars in the program once they
are adults was a very interesting part of the discussion. This high level of loyalty
and connection is a testament to the transformative power of the program.

BEST PRACTICE EXAMPLE The Whole Program - See Page 37

in order for [students] to be part of Marshall Brennan…high school students of
scholars get credit for this is a class that they’re signing up for… sometimes it’s
in tandem with their American history or their US government class.
32 applicants who were interested in our program to be teaching fellows … you
want someone who can one understand, you know, students who come from
disadvantaged backgrounds
…you have these open and honest, candid conversations with these students…
you would be so surprised how much they know.
get them engaged this early, so that way, they can then be the change that we’re
trying to see.
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National Justice Museum and the
Royal Courts of Justice
National Justice Museum
High Pavement
Nottingham
NG1 1HN
education@nationaljusticemuseum.org.uk
Gil Brailey Director of Learning
Tom Jewkes Learning Manager

PROGRAMS AND RESOURCES
In-person and online in two locations
London at the Royal Courts of Justice
Nottingham at the National Justice Museum

FINDINGS
The National Justice Museum located in Nottingham in the United Kingdom, in
2010 they took over providing court education programs in the Royal Courts
of Justice in London. The museum is located in “at Nottingham’s historic Shire
Hall and County Gaol. A building steeped in history, there has been a court on
this site since at least 1375 and a prison since at least 1449” The Royal Courts of
Justice in London and the adjoining Rolls buildings are historically significant
buildings built in the late 19th Century.
Interviews were conducted with Gill Brailey, Director of Learning and Tom
Jewkes, Learning Manager at the Royal Courts of Justice. They were very
generous with sharing their time and expertise. The discussion focussed on
three key areas of their programs and practice. These were: the role of a
museum in delivering court education, meeting the needs of disadvantaged and
marginalised young people and fostering professional collaborations with other
institutions. Gil outlined the positive impact that brings a museum-based
approach to teaching legal literacy has had for the students who visit the
museum. The use of a historical lens, the incorporation of different perspectives
that artifacts can bring to a program and the power of place in building
engagement and learning. She shared the view that the power of narrative is
what drives an effective and engaging court education
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program. This point resonated with those made in other interviews, the power of
a story to carry the legal literacy components is a crucial element in any program.
Gil’s sharing about some special projects with Oxford and Manchester University
that support disadvantaged students were particularly interesting as they showed
the positive impact of well thought out partnerships.
Tom focused his responses on the building of professional networks with other
court education organisations, government and the profession through the use of
consultative committees to guide ‘public legal education’ policy. He also openly
discussed some of the challenges in working with the legal profession and
judiciary in their role as facilitators of court education programs. It was helpful to
hear about education programs being delivered to support them in learning about
speaking to and teaching young people about the law.
Both Tom and Gil assisted the project greatly in engaging in a lengthy discussion
about the role of curriculum and learning outcomes in programs and resources.
Answering the question ‘what makes a good court educator’ featured throughout
and they were very supportive of the project’s aim to raise the profile of
court educators.

BEST PRACTICE EXAMPLE/S Mock trial Reenactments - See Page 41
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APPENDIX 3 – CASE
STUDIES
Theory of Change Resources
The resources below have been chosen to assist in the development of textual and
visual representation of a theory of change.
• This Tasmanian Government website on How to Write a Theory of Change is
an excellent practical tool.
• Young Citizens have designed an excellent visual representation of their
theory of change. You can download it here and view it on page 36.
• CivXNow’s evidence-based theory of change articulates the link between
outcomes and the knowledge and engagement of young people.
• The Better Evaluation coalition directly links the building of a theory of
change to evaluation in this blog
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